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Martinez appoints UCF student to BOR
•

job of student regent due to his FSA .
years "may be unprecedented."
Wolf comes to the position of BOR experience.
Although the governor tries to
student regent after serving a one-year
choose the student reUCF has a second student serving term as the Legislative
gents from the different
Director of the Florida
on the Board of Regents.
state universities, UCF
Ross Wolf, former student body vice Student Association, a
was selected for the secpresident, was appointed as the second student lobbying group.
ond time in three years.
"I learned about the
student in three years by ~v. Bob
Jackie Goigel from
Martinez on Oct. 15, after a five- to six- whole State University
UCF served as student
System when I worked for
month application process.
-regent during 1988-89.
"I was thoroughly surprised that the FSA," Wolf said.
"It's good to have a
Wolf said he decided to
UCF got another student regent so
board member who is
apply for the position be- i
soon," Wolf said.
familiar with what is
Dan Holsenbeck, UCF director for cause it would be a good
going on at UCF," HolsenGovernmental Relations, called Wolfs place to use the knowbeck said. "You don't have
appointment "extremely significant ledge he gained in his FSA
to re-educate that board
position.
and important."
Martinez's press secretary Jon Peck member about UCF policies and what's
He also said. that one university
· having two student regents in three called Wolf"uniquely qualified" for the going on here."
by Joelle Subourne
NEWS EDITOR

Wolf explained that the student regent is a full voting member of the BOR
and acts as a voice to and for all students.
''To students, I am a student that
happens to be a regent, and to the
regents, I am a regent that happens to
be a student," he said.
"I've been in touch with students
more recently," Wolf said, "and this is a
benefit of a student regent. We haven't
been out of school for 15 years."
Wolf said he wants to try and remain
unbiased as a student regent, but his
appointment does ·b ring recognition to
UCF.
"~CF is putting out the best quality
see WOLF pages

Minority students
get fellowships
for graduate study
13 awarded grants from $2,500 to $5,000
by Lynn Giles

fall -semest_er 2. and she, as a
recipient, is required to attend
school full time.
,
The awards are offered to
Thirteen UCF minority students were awarded Auzenne encourage participation in disfellowships to further thei}\ ciplines where minorities have
graduate study.
been traditionallyunderrepreDr. Charles B. Reed, Chan- sented, and eligibility is recellor of Florida's State Uni- stricted to students who have
versity System, awarded these been admitted into these
fellowships to 107 state uni- fields.
versity students for study at
Some of theses fields are:
state universities this aca- architecture, business, educademic year.
tion, engineerThe fellowing, the health
ships provide fi- "I was very surprofessions, the
hum an i ti es,
nancial ass istance to .state prised to receive .the mathematics
university m'i- award ... "
and the scinority students
ences.
who are workThe rewards
ing
toward
• Annette Gibbs ofreceiving the
graduate deAuzenne felAuzenne fellowship lowship, howgrees.
The awards _ _ ___;..___:::;___r_ec_i-=-p_le_n_t ever, extend
ranged from , a .
beyond gradufull-year grant of $5,000 to a ation.
"An unspoken benefit of the
half-year grant of $2,500.
This program is financially program is .to actively recruit
supported through a state ap- Florida minority graduates
into teaching positions within
propriation.
Annette Gibbs, a public the state upon graduation,"
administration graduate stu- said Patrfok Riordan, public
dent at UCF, applied for the affairs official of the Board of
fellowship ip April after a Regents.
This placement assistance
classmate mentioned it to her
benefits both the state, which
and suggested she apply.
During the first week of the then has a broader pool of
fall term she received notifica- minority Ph.D.s to choose
tion that she would be from, and the graduate stuawarded $2,500.
dent, who thus has an almost
"I was very surprised to guaranteed position upon
·
receive the award becaus·e graduation. ·
The program began in 1979
originally I received a letter
saying I didn't get one," Gibbs to assist in desegregation of
the State University System .
said.
The program was named in
"But then I got a letter
saying funds were left over and 1985 to honor the late Delores
I would be receiving $2,500," Aµzenne, who served as the
equal opportunity officer of
she continued.
Gibbs added that the award the BOR until her death that
can only be used during this year.
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MOBIL.E RESEARCH
Tim Ogle, left, and Scott Fulto calibrate a microphone in preparation for measuring traffic noise.
They are working on a research project, which w~s awarded to UCF by the Florida DOT.

SAS~

forms change for majors
in journalisrn, foreigrl language
their SASS forms.
All of the classes the stude.n t needed to
complete were specified on the forms.
The Student Academic Support Services
Dr. David Dees, assistant dean of Underregistration forms for spring 1991 were revised graduate Studies, said the two prqgrams defor students majoring in journalism or foreign cided to handle the breakdown of the tracks
language education.
within their own departments.
Students in those programs
The forms were distributed
received spring SASS forms
to students last week through
that listed their specialization
the college of their major. "Copies of the forms
Spring registration begins
and said, "See advisor for asare less confusing
Monday.
signment."
The two programs have spe- and cleaner than the
Russell Tiberii, director of
cialized tracks. The School of
SASS, said students who want
Communication offers journal- ones that were
a new registration form can get
ism degrees specialized in the distributed."
one in the SASS office in Room
202, Howard Phillips Hall.
advertising/public relations or
• Russell Tiberii
Tiberii said, "Copies of the
news/editorial tracks.
.The Foreign Language DeDirector of SASS forms are less confusing and
partment offers foreign lancleaner than the ones that were
guage education degrees specialized in French distributed."
or Spanish.
Dees said the tracks will be added to the
In previous semesters, the students enrolled SASS forms once the departments have rein the two programs had both tracks listed on corded the proper majors for each student.

by Jamie Carte
EDITOR IN CHIEF
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Religion focuses on defeat, ·Judaic scholar says
.

.

Jacop Neusner 1st in Judaic Studies series of lecturers
by Heidi Steiner .

not as important as personal celebrations,
N eusner said.
"Religion makes a differ.ence in home and
Judaic scholar and lecturer Jacob Neusner family," Neusner said. "Jews are committed to
said Monday that Judaism taught him religion their private home and family. They are not
is for ~'losers."
communal and institutionalized."
Neusner said Jewish people like being JewNeusner, the first speaker in the 1990-91
Judaic Studies Distinguished Lecturers Series, ish. No<one is born Jewish, they choose to be it,
spoke on what Judaism teaches about religion he said.
"Jews generally like being Jewish. They're
in general.
"Religion helps a defeatest society deal with Jewish because they want to be."
their defeat," he said.
- The third concept Judaism taught Neusner
"Judaism started out with the defeat of the about religion is that it turns history into the
Jewish from the Romans in 70 [B.C.]," Neusner present.
"Religion never begins this morning but
said.
"Religion is a peculiar kind of power. It ex- always thrives in the present," he said. "Relig. plains the human condition, if groups live long ion constantly speaks of history but is never
enough, of defeat and humiliation rather than historical. The facts of history is the cement
triumph."
through which faith is composed."
He said two forces dominate the world: naNeusner said religion has the ability to integrate and destroy society.
tionalism and religion.
"Religion is the more powerful. [It] was an
"Religion is the cement that holds people
enormous force in the breakup · of the Soviet together just like dynamite.is the material that
Union," Neusner said.
·
blows thern apart."
"The problem with religion is that people
Dr. Moshe Pelli', director of Judaic Studies at
think of it through anecdotes and episodes. UCF, said Neusner is a "renaissance man."
People are not used to thinking of -religion in ·
"He puts out a phenomenal output of scholgeneralities," he said.
arly work," Pelli said.
Neusner compared the difference between
Neusner is a world-renowned talmudic
. religion and religious in general.
scholar. N eusner has written 365 books and has
"[Different] religions can talk together but published, edited and translated scores of voreligious people don't," he said. ''There is no lumes in the general area .of Judaic studies,
shared range of discourse... They want to talk in especially on the history of the Jewish people in
concrete but can't, so they talk in general de- Babylonia.
tails."
Neusner's books focus on the history ofideas,
Neusner said Judaism taught him three . law and literature on.the Mishnah, the Talmud
things about religion.
r
and the Midrash.
The first concept he learned was religion is
N eusner has been associated with Brown
for losers.
University since 1968 as a distinguished
The second concept is religion explains the scholar of Judaic Studies.
life of family and individual.
The scholar holds honorary degrees from
"Religion derives strength from intimates Brown, Harvard, Columbia and the University
and fo~s fragile bonds of child to mother and of Chicago, among other institutions.
to father," Neusner said.
Neusner has been Senior Research Fellow of
He said 90 percent of Catholics go to church, the National Endowment for the Humanities, a ·
· 80 percent' of Protestants go to church and 20 Guggenheim Fellow and was awarded membership at the Institute for Advanced Study at
percent of Jews go to the synagogue.
He said ·Jewish people celebrate iri a per- · Princeton.
son al, intimate, family-oriented way.
The second lecture of the series will be at 8:30
The formality of the institution ofreligion i~ _..on Nov. 14.
·
CENTRAL FLOF-llDA FUTURE
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Jacob Neusner speaks at theJudaic Studies Distinguished·
Lecturers Series. He was the first in a series of speakers.
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• APICS WINNERS
· During a conference of the
American Production and Inventory Control Society on
Oct. 8-10, two UCF business
students were winners in the
APICS International Student
Paper Competition.
Sharon Sutton won first
place in the undergraduate
full time category for her paper
"A New Age of Accounting."
Sutton is a senior majoring in
accounting.
Paula Landi, a management major, placed thirdin the
undergraduate part-time category for her paper ''Uses of Bar
Code in a Manufacturing
, Environment."

•

•SUGGESTION FORMS
UCF students, faculty and
staff are asked to offer suggestions on improving th.e university to the Incentive/Efficiency
Program in University Personnel Services, Room 230 of
the Administration Building.
The Personnel Services office has suggestion forms
available to those who stop by
or call 823-2771.
Members of the UCF community should offer plans to
· cut costs and generate permanent recurring savings or new
revenue sources as well as
recommend specific action.
People have the chance to directly affect UCF or the State
University System.

will speak at the Meet the raiser for the CFH&MA scholAuthor program at 10:30 a.m. arshio fund. The oublit! is inSaturday on the third floor of vitea to attend fiee of Cfiarge.
the Orlando Public Library.
• STUDY MONEY
The U.S. Pepartment of
•FALL FESTIVAL
The University Baptist Energy will sponsoring 25
Church will hold a Family Fall scholarships for students planFestival froll! 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. ning careers in environmental
Saturday on the church restoration or waste management.
grounds.
The festival will have 21
O~ Rid~e Asso~i~ted Uni:booths, including games, a versities .will administer the
dunking· booth, food, a cake scholarships.
walk and a yard sale. DonaColl.e~e students wh? are
tions will be accepted.
U.S. citizen.s who are gomg to
• CAN IT FOR HUNGER
Admission to the fair is four ~chool full .time and a:e pursuThe Newman Club, along cans'offood, which will be dis- mg Associate. of Science or
with Alpha Phi Omega, Delta tributed . to needy families Bachelor of Science degrees are
. 'bl t
1 £ th
d
Delta Delta, Delta Sigma during the holidays.
e1igiF e o ~:PP y or e awar .
1
Theta and Phi Delta Theta,
University Baptist Church . ul twtion :and. fe~s at. a
will host Just Can it For Hun- is across from Bonneville Ele- DOE-~ppr~ved institution ~ll
ger beginning at 9 a.m. Satur- .mentary School.
be paid with the scho~arship,
day on the Student Center
Call Jan at 275-9376 for plus a $~00-a-m.onth ~t~pend..
Green.
additional 1nformation.
The ~ers, m addition, will
The event is a canned food
each . rec~1ve ~ three-mon.t h
practicum assignment at a
drive and volleyball tourna- • HOSPITALITY GAMES
ment to benefit the South
The 12th Annual Central DOE facility engaged in enviSemoran Sharing Center, the Florida Hotel and Motel ronrnental restoration and
Christian Service Center and Association's Hospitality waste management.
Catholic Services.
Selection is based on acaGames will begin at 10 a.m.
Everyone is invited to at- Saturday at the Osceola demic performance, recommentend and take part in the day's County Stadium in Kissim- dations, background and a
activities.
statement of career goals.
mee.
The competition for'the comHundreds of players from
petition
is~ nationwide, with
• MEET THE AUTHOR
area hotels, motels and attracseparate
divisions
for four-year
State Attorney and former tions in the tri-county area will
Orange County Sheriff · takepartina·vari~tyofgames and two-year schools.
Lawson,.L: Lamar, along with and contests. ·.
· ·_ .· The d~:ia.line for application
UCF department of Criminal The event;co-sponsored by is Jfili. 28. Awards will be anJustice and Legal Studies .Florida Coca Cola Bottling nounced in May.
For information, write to
Chairman N. Gary Holten, Company, is a major fund• LIBRARY DISPLAYS
The following items will be
on display in the Library
through Nov. 30:
• UCF students' prints and
drawings by Professor Robert
Rivers of the Art Department.
• Instructional Technology,
by Dr. Elba Grovdahl, librarian, UCF Library.
• Health Sciences, by Dr.
Martha Jo Edwards, Department of Health Sciences.
• Iceland-Misnamed, by
Marsha Werst.

Peggy Gibson, Environmental
Restoration/Waste Management Scholarship Program,
Oak Ridge Associated Universities, Science/Engineering
Education Division, P. 0. Box
117, Oak Ridge, Tenn. 378310117, or call (615) 576-9278.
• DIABETIC CHILDREN
Florida Hospital offers a
support group for parents of
children wh o h ave di abet es.
The diabetes support group
meets at 7:30 p.m. the last
· Thursday of each month at the
Center for Women's Medicine
located in the Florida Medical
Pl
2501 N Or
A
aza,
·
ange ve.,
Orlando.
The free support group is
sponsored by Florida Hospital
in cooperation with the Juvenile Diabetes Foundation.
For more information, call
Gail Coplin at 578-0592 or
297 _0973
·
• POLL WORKERS'
More deputies and inspectors are needed for the General
Electio11 Nov. 6.
Interested people must be
at least 18 and registered to
vote in Orange County. Also,
they must attend a training
class. Hours worked are from 6
a.m. until after the polls close
a t 7 p.m.
For more information, and
to sign up, call the Supervisor
of Elections office at 836-2070.
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EX~ilgent condemns

:Way drug ·war handled

After working for the Internal Revenue Service for a
few years, Levirie said he had a tragic experience with a
younger brother who was addicted to heroin. At that
A25-yearveteran ofthe U.S. DrugEnforcementAgency time, he said, he knew he had to get into narcotics
'
said the war on drugs is the deadliest, most costly and enforcement.
"I was a man on a mission. I believed all the politicians
biggest fraud in history.
Michael .Levine, also known as 'The Shark," spoke when they said, We are in a war against drugs," Levine
, against the , incompetence and irresponsibility of the said.
nation's war on drugs from his
He said his first doubts came in
point <?f view as a DEA agent.
1971 when the U.S. government did
Levine spoke at a Campus Ac~
not allow Levine to arrest the source of
"How could anyone
a drug ring in New York.
tivities Board sponsored speech
protect beasts like
"How could anyone protect beasts
Monday night in the University
·
Dining Room.
like
that?" he asked himself.
that?"
Levine helped put 3,000 crimiLevine also spoke about the
nals in jail to serve a combined ·
druglord's overthrow of Bolivia's government, which was supported, he
total of more than 15,000 years. He
- Michael Levine
said, by the CIA
·
retired in May 1988 because of an
former
DEA agent
By speaking out and writing a book
injury.
about against the government's acNow, after writing the book
tions, Levine hopes to testify before
"Deep Cover" about his undercover
experiences, Levine speaks· out against how the govern- Congress and eliminate the corruption in the current
ment handles the drug war.
~
,, system.
"I leave you with one message," Levine said. "I lived
Levine began his career as a policeofficer for the U.S. Air
Force. During this time he experienced a turning point in other government-controlled countries where no
drugs were on the streets, but I'll take this country over
when he was almost shot in a fight.
He said, "I came away from the experience a different any other, even with its drugs and crime."
After the speech Levine answered questions from
man. I just couldn't imagine reaching the end of my days
members of the audience.
· ~nd saying I wish I had."
by Vicki

Paulu~
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Michael Levine, a.k.a. ''The Shark," spoke
at UCF about his DEA career.

1.F THIS AD DOESN'T WORK, '(
.:r:

THEN WHY ARE YOU READING IT? ·
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The 6 m_ost itnportant words you
need to know for Hom_ecom.ing ...
Thursday, November B .

Monday, November 5

Final voting for King & Queen

Final ~oting for King & Queen

Tuesday, November 6 ..

7:30 pm UCF vs. Brazilian National
Team(gym)

- Final voting for King .& Queen

9:00 pm .Drive-In Movie Nite (SCA)

9:00 pm ~ .: _CQJ'.IlediaJ} (SAC):
. JienI¥.<;ho ·_. -~ .

Wednesday; -N~tlember. ·1~
..:..

..;•

~

9:30pm

-( ....

Lipsync Contest ·. (SCA) ·

SpeakeasyI Casino

,

., , ··-v-·

~~al·:vo~~g -lor

.

King & Queen

4:~ ~~ ~Parade (Gemini

(Say the password to
enter the Speakeasy
Wed. night Nov. 7 at
9:30pm.)

,..

Fri~ay,. Nt;»~ember 9

Final voting for ·Kiilg & Queen
8:00 pin

•

Blvd.)

8:00 pm Concert (UCF gym)

-

-,~

•\t•~c'(,l

..

~I•

,"~~.
M=.

- -

- ·- - "- - -)
lst·Clue
.(

...... ·- ) ?'".
( 2nd -Clti~·

-

--

3rd Clue.

•

)

1'.,

Saturday, November 10
••

I..

•
•

~. ,

-.:

•

•

'/

1:30 pm UCF vs. Slippery Rock ·.
(Citrus Bowl)
. ,.

•

~il•••illllilllfllilli~I~®

•

Voting for King and Queen @ CEBA II, S.O.L., and Library.·
Preliminary'j~Voting

Times: .

Mon.-Fri., Oct. 29-Nov. 2 • 11 am-1 .pm and 5:30-7 pm.
Final Voting Times:

Mon.-Thurs., Nov. 5-8 •. 11 am-1 pm and 5:30-7 pm,
and Fri., Nov. 9 from 11 am-1 pm.

Bring validated l.D.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

-----

-----

~

.-

--

3rd clue gtven
Tuesday Nov. 6th.

•
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not raised tuition."
TWo other issues Wolf mentioned
FROM PAGE 1
were minority recruitment and outreach programs to high schools.
students, in all areas of study," Wolf
Peck explained the application procsaid. ·
ess.
Wolf touched on four issues he hopes
During the spring, notice is sent out
to work on at UCF and for the whole to university presidents that a search
State University System.
is on for the new student regent, and
One issue is raising faculty salaries. they are asked to make the news of the
"This may seem like it is not a stu- opening known to the pgblic.
dent issue, but it is," Wolf explained. "If
Application for the position consists
we can't attract good faculty because of of filling out a five-page questionnaire
• low salaries, students lose out."
and sending letters of recommendaWolf also said the BOR is looking at tion.
changing admissioi:is requirements.
According to Peck, the list of appli"They are considering making cants, which this year is nearly 24, is
• higher academic .standards, like GPAs pared down by the gubernatorial apand SAT scores, and are also thinking pointment staff to "a half a dozen or so
about raising tuitions as a way of low- clearly qualified candidates."
• ering the amount of applications," he
These candidates are then reviewed
said. "But most of the board is looking by Martinez, who makes his selection
at increased academic standards and and interviews the candidate .

WOLF
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-EA RED CROSS VOLUNTEER

American
Red Cross
Andrew Schmitt/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

HEAVE HO
Gary Beal, an employee of Scandia, unloads steel joists for construction on the
future Art Complex, located adjacent ~o the Humanities and Fine Arts Building.

1-95

The cure is in sight.

&

Together, we c~ outlive diabetes.
Join us on our mission .
Diabetes Research Institute

•

•

-NOV.

'NOV.·

8

.17
CONCERT SCHEl;>ULE

lmSPfK:E ·* SAVE $4.00 ·Advance Tickets At *
~CC>AST

Fair Office
633-4028

Ticketmaster lndudes Fai~~ Admission! -

In Cooperation With The Brevard County TDC

.

ilhHUJlf'~@J~W

lFii'o@Jaiw

MEATLOAF

SMITHEREENS

li~J@\\J"
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WINGER

SANTANA
[NJ\QJ~o ~v
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11

GREG ALLMAN &
ALLMAN BROS.

BAND

. lNJ@w a il (Q)
I! '

~c:B tffi ll HJI rr<di Ctil W

·SAM KINISON
u~©~a "U

'S eclellv For ... KIDS-

THUR., NOV. 8

FREE RIDES WITH
MT. DEW

·SATURDAY, NOV. 10 SATURDAY, NOV. 17

BUY TICKETS NOW THRU

Vlall From "Th•
World'• Moal

Famou1 Beagle"
4

p.m.

.L)
~

(407)831-3800 (904)l53-3309

I
~ 111ny Sexlon canies a lot

of weiit11I. He's an A,..;i'ilanl I>i'illict
Anumey and it just so happe1t' that woods arsonists really get
under his skin.
. In the pa.'il yea~ Sonny ha.' prosecuted four Wood!
arsoni<l'. He put them behind ba~ away from society and
away from the ~>rest'- "Woods arsonist.~ need lo be lauWit a
!rs.on:· ~ys Sonny. "l hey make me mad. And one lhi~

IQllQ~~I

F.lllerWn~C;mup, lnc.All..,,..mrrm.

m
ut.

- like less woods arson!

l--- --- ~--j.-

lll<'y<)on't\'o'.antlodoismakemcmad."

llfF.INCRF.IJIBl.f.HIJl.IC: TMand ©

If you sec any su~iclo11s a<."tivily in or ~round your
k1rests, ~et mad like Sonny Sexton. 'lllen itet your local
forestry agency on the phone. We'll keep it confidential.
If you do Iha~ something really incredible might happen

~
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f
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Study: college-aged people have fewer ethics
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

College-aged people are less
ethical than any other group of
people, a Los Angeles-based
think tank claimed Oct. 12'.\
People 18 to 30 years old
have fewer ethical values than
earlier' generations, the Josephson Institute for the Advancement of Ethics claimed.
Yo\1.Ilg people lack honesty,
personal responsibility and
respect for others, the institute said in a Sl,lmmary of other
polls, articles and about 40
original interviews.
The results, claimed researcher Michael Josephson,
indicate "a meaningful, demonstrable... discern able disintegration" in moral stan=dards.
Students vehemently disputed the charge.
"I disagree with that," said
Jennifer MacCallum of Providence College in Rhode Island.
"So many people here are very
concerned for other people. We
don't protest issues, we actually go out and do something
about it."
_ Indeed, at about the same
moment Josephson released

its study, 7,000 students from
around the nation gathered at
the University of Illinois to
plot environmental efforts.
Half of Dartmouth's student body turned out to object
to a student newspaper's ver~
bal attack on Jews.
Yale students protested
anonymous verb5J.l attacks on
blacks.
"Those things are very relevant," admitted Josephson,
"but I don't think it will change
the thrust· of how we characterize the generation."
· "I think maybe we have different morals and different
values than the last generation," added Oklahoma State
University's Daryn Casey,
"but there's not a lack of morals."
Even those seemingly behind Josephson think he's
overstated the case.
"I don't see rampant amorality," said psychology professor Stephen Davis of Emporia
State University in Kansas. i - Davis' survey of 6,000 collegians nationwide, in which he
found a majority admitted to
cheating .in high school, was
one of the studies on which
Josephson based his report.
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YOUR DREAMS ' YOU'VE GOT
TO FOLLOW THE RULES.

Men who don't register with Selective Service aren't eligible for federal student aid or federal employment. Register at the post o~fice within a month of
your 18th birthday. It takes five minutes to fill out a simple card.
Register with Selective _Service. It's Quiel<. It's Easy. And It's the Law.

'IY PAAT~TIME ··.
JDB·AJT IUfPS IS REALLY
WORKING OUt1"
1

'

...

:

f- ·

I YOU CAN'T
LIVE ON
.HOPE.

"UPS is paying me almost $10,000
a year to get in the best shape of my life.
_ See, I work part-time sorting packages,
about four hours a day. After sitting in
class all day, it feels good to get some exercise. It's like doing a couple of hours in
a gym-except you get paid to work out.

You hope this guy is
finally the right guy.
You hope this time she
just might be the one.
And you both hope the
other one is not infected
with the AIDS virus.
Of course you could
ask. But your partner
might not know. That's
because it's possible to
carry the AIDS virus tor -1
many years without
showing anysymptoms.
The only way to
prevent getting
infected is to protect
yourself. Start using

''That's not the only advantage of
working at UPS. There are other benefits- like choosing your own work
schedule and getting paid holidays
and vacations. Jobs open up in Accounting, Industrial Engineering, l.S.
and Customer Service. But if you're
looking to shape up while adding weight
to your wallet-try Operations.

I-

conldDomSs.

A
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"If the whole student body worked at
UPS. everybody would be in better
shape-physically and financially."

If he says no,
so can you.

Applicants are being considered
for your local UPS office. For
interviews or more information about
UPS, see your school's career
development or job placement
center. UPS is an equal opportunity

" you think you
can't get it you're
dead wrong.

employ~r.

M/F

I SF I
The Beautiful Choice'"

~

WORKING FO_R STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.

UP S DELIVERS EDUCATION
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KEMPER
CHIRO·PRACTIC CLINIC

DECISIONS, DECISIONS
Mohammad Rahimpour, Barry Nadler and Sarah Marcados, (left
to right) vote in front of the Library for the Homecoming Court.

VANESSA LEARNED
HOW TO POP AWHEELIE
AT CAMP CHALIENGE.

"Specializing in Neck, Back and Sports Injuries''

Florida's East,er Seal Camp
Two miles from U.C;F. on University at Dean Road .
( In the Publ.ix Center )

for children and adults with disabilities
fishing
• friendship
lif •swimming • nature trail
1. • archery
• and more

T •

Insurance Accepted

Call (904) 383-4711 fo~ summer camp info

)

10% discount on initial visit to students, faculty, and staff

WOLFF SYS'l_'EM TAN~NG AT

.

TAN·FASTIQUE TANNING SALON

JAMAlrJ\ .

4073-81 3564

4 nights $289 ea

• Ful BrHkfnt Dally
• Diiiy 2 fOf 1 Happy Hour
• Bonut Rueb CCIUpORI
• Welcome Gift 11 Uottl
•All Holtl TH" lfld Ser.lot Ch1rg1t

Effective 9/1 Add $10 fuel surcharge on Orlando.Jamaica Sh11ttlA

ACROSS FROM UCF
SPECIAL
(Coupon Necessary)

r-------~------1
2 small, 2 Item pizzas
I
$5.99
L .

i

.I

38
. ·, · ~A_._=5·
.

Expires 11/10/.90

r---------------L

.I . ·

2 targ~, 2 item pizzas
.
·$7.99
Expires 11/10/90

1
. ·.- ·u 7·7 ·. : ---------------.;

.

·

'

.

.

.

Any whole_grinder w/32 oz.
drink $3.99

.

UCF TEAM DENTIST

I

ci

.

.

· - . .. .

:-e~··;-~
I
,

'

. · .·SHAMROCK BEVERAGE

·

UNIVERSI1Y SHOPPES
NEXT To ucF' ·clIBDIT ·u NioN
· WEEKLY SPECIAL

I~

Ou1 UCF Back to School

.I

Good Knight Offer!

$1 O Check-up includes:
Initial Exam • 2 Bjtewing· X-Rays ,.
Otter good with Valid UCF 1.0. Only
!I

Offer expires 11/30/90
good on initial visit only

282-2101
•THE PATIENT AND THE OTHER PERSON RESPONSltllE FOR
PAYMENTHASARIGHTTO REFUSETOPAY,CANCSLPAYMENT .
OR BE REIMBURSED FOB PAYMENT FOR ANY Ol}lERSERVCE,
EXAMlf'iAllON-OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PE,A~ORMED AS A
RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE. DISCOUNTED FEE. OR RE..
OUCED Ff.E SERVICE EXAMINATION OR. TRSATMENT.

·. 11716 E. Colonial Dr.
Orl~ndo; F.L 32817

Alafaya Village Shopping Center
(Corner ·o.f Hwy~ 50 &.Alafaya T"r.}

STORE ·HOURS .
MON-SAT. ·>
. 10.AM-2AM
SUNQAY .· , :. I .P M - 8 PM
. ..
PHONE 823:-9370 -.
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Captain addre.sseS conflict on ·p arty breakups

f

by Joelle Subourne

breakups and conduct by both
students and officers in such a
conflict.
"Our main concern, which
A representative from the
Orange County Sheriff's Office may really sound trite, is to
on Oct. 23 addressed student protect and serve," Cordrey
concerns about parties and said. He added that officers are
police conduct.
not"outtoarrestpeople,"butif
Capt. D. J. Cordrey said he harm is being done, they'll do
wanted to bring back informa- what is necessary to protect
tion to his department at the and serve the public.
Shrift's Office about what the
Cordrey stressed that if the
office can do to work more Sheriff's Office-or any other
closely with students on cam- law enforcement agency-repus, and especially off campus. ceives a complaint, its primary
Cordrey spoke to members duty is to respond to that com-.
ofUCF organizations as a part plaint.
of National Collegiate Aware"We're a law enforcement
ness Week, addressing the re- agency and we're here to encent conflict between students · force the law," the captain
and officers regarding party said. "We go to a party situNEWS EDITOR

•

•
•

ation because someone complained, and we go with the
intent of bringing about
peace."
"We would like to have the

"We're a law enforcement agency and
we're here to enforce
the law."
- Capt. D. J. Cordrey
Orange Co. Sheriff's Office

community we work with like
us and respect us," he added.
Cordrey read from the
Sheriff's Office policy and

WoRDS HIT HARDER
THAN FISTS.

Only $9 supplies towels and toilet articles for someone who'~ lost
everything, while $106 buys a week's worth of food for a fannly of
four. Thousands of Americans in recent months have lived
through the devastation of hurricanes, fires, floods and earthquakes. While they're glad to be alive, their needs are urgent. You
can help them through yow: American Red Cross.. Recent disaster
· relief work has wiped out our resources. Every dollar counts. And
so do the people you will be helping survive the effects of disaster.

\·

•
•

\
Instead._ of getting into a bar room brawl,
\ air your 'feelings in
·
The Central Florida Future.
Send in your l~tter or columns.
.
P.O. ,.Box 'Q 5000, Orfando, Florida 32816.

Someone is counting on you.

';

********************

Th.e ability to read is a precious gift.

*
I1 ~ ": :~iffJ!~'~®~-'ttt~ \

And the gift is one you can give .
Volunteer with Literacy Volunteers of America.
Call 856-4364 for more information.

.~ ~ ¥170D~:1i10N~ .
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Allied

H~alth

Professionals

~
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·

Plan a future that soars.
Take your science-related degree
into the Air Force, and become an
officer in the Biomedical Sciences
Corps. You'll learn more, you'll gro.v
faster-you'll work with other dedicated professionals in a quality environment where your contributions
are needed.
In short, you'll gain more of everything that matters most to you. Yoo
.and the Air Force. Launch now-call

~~

.. .·:. .... ~

11

~

49l9 W. COLONIAL DRIVE
ORIANDO, FL 299-8180

.. . .

.USAF HEALTH'PROF.ESSIONS
TOLL-FREE l-s00-42l-USAF

....

' GEORGE WESLEY
&.

North American Tour
Sponsored By:

Don't ·
go out
without
your
rubbe.rs_
.·

~

, THE IR!ETATIONS

On the Last Leg Of Their 1990

..,. ·
··· ....:. :•:_:.
· . ·.
· ·
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~~
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.

Please send your contribution to:
.
·
,
·
American Red Cross Disaster Relief Fund, 5 North Bumby Ave, Orlando, FL 32853.
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guideline manual, saying:
He said he'dlike to see more
"Deputies must always act meetings of this type between
reasonably and within limits. students and law enforcement
The use of unnecessary force officers. Such a meeting is
must be avoided."
being planned.
People who witnessed
''There's a big heed for a
members of the Sheriff's Office workshop on laws and liabilibreak up a party in Fox Hunt ties," said David Overstreet,
·Lanes apartments in Septem- student director of the Camber said the officers used pro- pus Alcohol and Drug Awareness Center.
,
fanity.
However, Cordrey said his
He said the police should be
department does not tolerate informed about some student
profanity use by officers on the . organizations formed to deal
job.
with alcohol policy, such as
"Tempers flare ~m both CADAC and the Greek's Alcosides in a situation like this,"_ hol Task Force.
said Jack Wallace, law enIn addition, students
forcement captain of the Divi- should be informed on how to
sion of Alcoholic Beverages respond when police officers do
arrive at a situation.
and Tobacco.

Every ·dol.l,ar you send helps people put
their lives back together.
~

y·
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THURSDAY. NOV. 1ST 1990 '
SHOWTIME 9 P.M. SHARP!
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Don't Start The New Year Withour ·us!
;...,~r> AAcross from UCF
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Comics ·• qame.s •Paint-'Ba{{(juns . .-.

We're talking about
condoms. And we're
talklng about AIDS.
If you're not sharing .
needles with infected
drug user's, there's one
other way you can get
AIDS. and that's sex.
Because when passed
into the bloodstream by
semen, anybody is
vulnerable to the virus.
There are no vaccines
against AIDS. There- are
no cures for it. If you get,
you'll likely die. ·
·
So if you· choose to·
have sex, be 'sure to
carry condoms and te11
your partne·r to use them.
Let's face it, 'if a woman
doesn't look out for
herself, how can she be
sure anyone else will? ·
And if he says no,
so can you.

If you think you can't

get AIDS, you're
. dead wrong.

0

• •

·

•
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Time has come
for new leaders
on UCF campus
Hear ye, hear ye, all you students interested in establishing funding for your organizations. Student
Government has times set aside in the ne'"ar future for
the groups to present their case for funding.
This is, of course, a very needed measure with the
recent panic considering Student Government.
The basic premise behind establishing times for
the clubs to petition for money is to ensure that the
clubs can continue, that the students are actually receiving a product for their activities fee and that
Student Government will receive less public disapproval and media coverage.
These are all honorable reasons to begin action
within the Student Government with the activities
fee they·have collected.
The first reason of ensuring the continuation of
clubs allows the students to see immediate change in
their activities.
Clubs will now begin to think of trips and things
they need. This is tied in to the other two reasons why
Student Government decided to have these meetings.
- The second reason is that students' receiving
funds to their various affiliations will cause the
pressure of having new elections to lessen.
This is good for Dr. Tubbs and Jeff Laing, as they
have the most to gain with the current Student
Government members. This is only referring to giving support to the organizations they support the
most.
Of course, Jeff Laing was voted in and represents
the majority of students, never mind that only 1,0.00
students voted.
The final, and most imperative reason is the need
for Student Government and Jeff Laing to avoid any
more poor press coverage. The recent furor over the
questionable elections has caused the student body to
be more aware of what their fees are going toward
every semester.
This is not good if one was already happy with the
way Student Government was being run, and not
many students are pleased now that they know exactly where the pioney goes.
One reason for the studentstocontinuetodemand
for new elections is to be able to have confidence in
their student representation. This will not only make
the students feel more involved, but will also cause
the students to feel pride in the system.
Perhaps these feelings will carry over into a feeling
of pride about the national system, but public opinion
is probably too far gone.
Now that the panic has abated, the students, along
with Jeff Laing and Dr. Tubbs, can breathe easier.
What students need to remember is that to find
out when your organization is having a meeting with
Student Government, you need to ask .Student Gove1inment. (The Ski Club and the Cyprus Dome are at
4 p.m. Nov. 1.)
Don't forget the elections haven't been held yet.
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Capitalism created ·"alloween
You know, by the time you read this, Halloween
will have come and gone. Halloween always brings to
mind thoughts of kids runniI}g around in white
sheets begging for candy so's they could eats it and
have all their teeth fall out, but I bet many ofyou don't
know the tn;ie origin of Halloween.
Way back in 1945, Alexander Lester "Punkin'
Head" Hershey, founder of the H~rshey Chocolate
Company, had run upon hard times. His fledgling
company was almost bankrupt. You see, nobody
wanted chocolate because cocaine was legal, and
people like Amos T. Cola, founder of the Co-Cola ·
Company, was slipping it into his fermented, carbonated battery acid and marketing it. Hershey was
desperate for an idea or money or both.
Finally, Hershey ran into Don Carlos, head bigcheese of the Italian Involuntary Laborer's Union,
who made him an offer he couldn't refuse. Hershey
and Carlos came up with the idea of dressing the
"little dungettis" in outrageous costumes and having
them go door to door and demanding candy. Using
Don Carlos' charming influence, the laborers would
gladly lend their support.
This holiday served a three purposes: 1) it got
Hershey out of debt, 2) it provided adequate cover for
mafia hit-men to make mischief, 3) it gave America
another reason to get plastered.

~lllllllltllll lllttl!

So, another clever American scheme becomes legend and H~loween has stuck with us for 40 years.
·Out of this small scheme came the tradition of sitting
around a campfire telling stories, toilet papering
cars,. torturing small animals, carving up fruit, and
many, many cavities. Several million dentists have
given great thanks to Hershey and Carlos for the millions ef dollars of business Halloween has generated.
Nowadays, with this Iraq business, key government officials are considering making a Desert Day.
This would be a time when children purchase automatic weapons from the government and go hold
people for ransom. All the money generated would go
to filling up the deficit. I just get goose-pimples
thinking about the traditions just waiting to be made
traditional: sitting around the ol' tank and telling
war stories, trading bullets, carving up fruit, etc.
Unfortunately, the only ones eligible to play are
Selective Service registered kids, who are unwittingly shipped to the desert play area, and are even
now waiting for the game to begin.

Time to jump from bandwagon
The St. PetersbergTimes was right on the money
with their lead editorial of July 4th. Whom was Bill
McCollum representing? It's hard to believe that Bill
McColl um has had the best interests of the tax.payers
of Central Florida in mind during his ten years in
office. McCollum has twice voted a payraise for
himself to the unworthy sum of $124,000 while he
voted against any increase in the minimum wage. In
addition, McCollum has been a member of the Community Develppment Sub-Committee, residents of
the 5th District have lost overl 6 million dollars in
block grants and revenue sharing.
McCollum has recently taken to bombarding the
airwaves with claims that he has been tough on
crime. What a joke! The FBI this week released its
yearly survey showing violent crime in our largest
cities is sl}yrocketing out of control. McCollum's
answer: ''We've done a lot but need to do more."
McCollum1ias co-sponsored H.R. 4079; if enacted
this bill would give the government the power to
suspend the' Constitution along with the Bill of
Rights. Many individuals in the public and private
sectors argue that as H.R. 4079 now stands, it clearly
seeks to violate the 8th and 14th Admendments.
What is McCollum doing on Capitol Hill to reduce
crime? He is trying to weaken one ofth~judicial tools ·
available to government prosecutors for convicting
drug kingpins, mobsters, and S&L crooks. H.R.
5111, of which McCollum is chief sponsor, would not
only weaken the Racketeering and Influence Corruption Act (RICO); it would also make its water-downed
tough anti-crime provisions retroactive, allowing
even more criminals to escape justice.
The citizens of the 5th District deserve better.
After many years of having McCollum unopposed

11!111111111111

and unaccountable, the voters have the opportunity
to elect a candidate who will be responsive to their
wishes. Bob Fletcher, a-veteran and conservative on
taxes and government spending, is waging an aggressive campaign to retire Mr. McCollum . . Fletcher's
successful record of inv.estigating government procurement fraud and his vast personal experience of
ambassadorial level business negotiations make him
highly qualified to serve as our Representative.
· Along with 'providing concrete facts and sources
for his allegations ofMcCollum's wrong doings, Mr.
Fletcher has provided the public with some innovative ideas in the areas of foreign aid, health care, and
education. Bob Fletcher sums up the mood of the
voters when he says "I don't care what political party
they're from; if they're guilty I want them out of
government and behind bars."
President Bush was elected in 1988 in landslide
fashion ostensibly on his pledge not to raise taxes.
Now, less than two years later, both the Congress and
the Executive have failed the voters. A taxpayers
revolt and general disgust at the foot-dragging in
Washington has started a movement to sweep the
incumbents from office.
Residents of the 5th Congressional District would
be well advised to jump on the bandwagon and
remove the ineffective and indifferentMcCollum. On
November 6th elect Bob Fletcher.

..
•

-Jim Bordonaro is a Post Baccalaureate.
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Work, duty and fun in the dawn of the holidays
•

•

•.
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Ifyou're likeme,youprobablyhavealotofresponsibilities piling up on you these days. Low beneath
the state of mind that attempts to take care of a day's
business lies knowledge of the approaching holiday
season. It's there, but buried by innumerable projects
and the customary concerns of money, life and happiness. I'm sure you agree, however, that the approaching holidays afford at least three socially acceptable
means by which to sedate and sooth those savage
responsibilities. Travelling, shopping, and romancing, when offered in any combination for the use of ·
defending your failure to attend to some responsibility during the holidays, are always greeted by unconditional, warm understanding.
,
Anyone with a grasp of history has, at one time,
conjured a heroic image in her mind of some great .explorer. You can still close your eyes on the word
'discovery' and see some rich land, its treasures
abundant, its conquerors steeped in riches and
reeking of good fortune. We all have our ideas of
secret, far-offlands. Somehow, thoughts of travelling
stir up primal feelings in all of us, and a change in the
wind's direction can often call out our hidden desires
to pursue nomadic dreams.
,Granted, the coincidental conflict of your shopping
and working schedules, at most times of the year,
wouldn't earn you inuch understa_nding. But a little
twist on the story will leave your audiences helplessly
compassionate; for our common understanding of
shopping centers at Christmas-time leads us to instantly respect anyone with the sense to "get some
shoppingoutofthewayearly." It'snearlyimpossible
to chastise someone bearing up this excuse, because,
upon hearing it, our thoughts immediately turn to

the mile-long list of purchases and preparations
between ourselves and a happy new year.
.
The final sure-fire excuse for not doing what you're ·
supposed to is espoused by the general heading of
Romance.... Imagine the swooning, envious reviews
you'd receive in passing this story al orig: An ice-shiny
glare from a distant window half-lit my face as I stood
awaiting my ride to work. In the early heat the tiniest
bead of sweat rolled down the center of my back, and
suddenly a cool breeze swept around me- the mixed
sensations braced my nerves, and I felt
extraordinary. There. Someone was there. Approaching, eyes fixed on mine, I saw it was that face
I've always looked for, attached to that body I've seen
on the Bally commercials. I couldn't believe it. The
eyes kissed me, and the ride I was waiting for wound
up not being to work, after all.
So, back in reality, you can see how travel, shopping, and romancing excuses, in the holiday season,
will allow you .to sail right over those thunderstorms
of confli~t all your friends experience when they blow
off duties. It may be a cheap shot to play on folks'
sentimental souls, but it's all in good fun; further, if
you subscribe ·to the philosophy ofliving each day to
the fullest, I believe a romantic shopping tour, in all
bets, wins out over a day of yard work.
What makes me any kind of authority on playing
hookey? I have one week of executive responsibilities
left for a student organization I started a year ago,
and I have somehow to package the entirety of my
management efforts to make them seem sensible. A
military commitment sees me ensuring any loose
strings that would keep me from travelling east are
neatly tied, as well as practicing breathing through a

IN LIMBO
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gas mask. My lease is up this month. I have dozens of
projects due columns to write.
Still, th~re probably wasn't a garage sale this
weekend in the Orlando metropolitan area that I
missed. Because garage sales blend all the elements
mentioned above: travelling around town, seeing the
hidden, beautiful, brick Orlando arid its endless
lakes; shopping where there's always a possibility of
finding that one stupid thing you just can't live
without; and, spending a cheap but romantic day of
exploration with a date.
.
If this all sounds like a bunc4 of malarkey to you,
just try it one weekend. Saturday morning, rather
than picking up that "to do" list, go out and find some
garage sales.
The weather's great these days, and or.ice you're
out,..you'll find plenty of things to do. After the garage
sales, yard sales, carport sales, and estate sales,
you'll probably have driven by so many parks overflowing with company picnics that you'll be able to
choos.e which ones to crash.
Arriving home late at night after a day of garage
sale-ing with all your new used stuff and a slight
sunburn, you'll dragyour sleepy selfhappily into bed.
Most importantly, you'll have a perfectly clear conscience; for, although none of your work will be done,
you'll have travelled, shopped, and romanced. You'll
probably even outlive all your responsible friends.

by A. S. Whitten
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ACACIA
Congratulations to our football team for
squashing the Tekes 38-0. Beta Pi be prepared - 2 weeks and counting. Happy B-Day
to Hose "The Squid" L. Sweethearts, thanks
for the wonderful time, gilts, and great dinner.
Krista, we hope you're feeling better. The
brothers of ACACIA fraternity would like to
congratulate L<l>Eand AXA on their found1ngs
of Nov. 1, 1901 and Nov. 2, 1909, respectively.
Kappa Sigma "Football team" got wiped off the
map by ACACIA
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
The :EAE Ski Trip deposit 1s due today. Sorry
Bob, it's a little late. Give the money to Bob
Beller for the vacation of a lifetime. Be sure to
attend the meetings bros. 3 bucks a pop sure
,adds up. Another homecoming victory is just
2 weeks away. Don't forget to get your rear
ends out there in support of :EAE I and the
• Cudas. Bye
Delta Sigma Pi
Awesome job bro's at the Haunted Chambers!
Pledges: You've heard ofBA's Paddle Night
legend - so show your stuff this Sat. Roast
your big bro, but remember Nov. 9th! ~m #1
Phi Delta Theta
Hallofest 90, success at it's best II The Phi Delt
Palace definitely looked choice! VBall can
drive Sat. Car wash and Wood Sun . Are you
the maid? Huh, huh, yes I !IPDBNGI!
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Congratulations S1g-Ep on 89 yrs. of excel- .
lence. Tomorrow 1s Founder's Day and Friend
of the Heart Happy Hour. We are ready to
"swing" with Pi-Phi for homecoming . Play
Fumblerooski.
Kappa Sigma
What a great Halloween party last Friday I Big
thanx to the volleyball tonite at 10:20 to uphold
their winning record. Pledges have fun atFSU
and be careful. Good game KS football on
Monday. Remember, 100% attendance at
chapter and PGamble buys a keg. Pizza party
Sunday ntte at seven. C-Ya there.
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Bus ride with Little Sisters this weekend. Get
ready for the ride of your life. Be There!I
Footballtoday@4:00TK.Ell vs~T~Business
meeting Sun. ~t 6:00.
Homecoming is just around the comer. So
let's get ready to party with KS. Don't forget to
vote for Puddin &Sabrina H. for King &Queen
and party on .
Delta Tau Delta
We'll have Homecoming's best float.
And Brent's most spirited car.
Here's hoping we won't
have to push it very far.
Thanks to Tony
for academic luncheon
You had great speakers and
awesome food for munch1n'

Lambda Chi Alpha
Congratulations to Brother Ross Wolf, the
new Student Regent. Don'tforget: Consultant
visit this Sunday ... meeting is formal. Crush
Dance tomorrow night -Remember to observe all the rules of etiquette the Sorority
Panel explained. Dad's Day Saturday: 4:30 at
the Quad for cookout. Show Dad a good time,
lambda-style
Pi Kappa Alpha
Woodser tomorrow-get psyched. Tri-Delt
post game Sat. Zetas-only 7 days till Homecom ing Week. PIKES love the Zetas. For a
fun date ·call 282-9469 and ask for Bunny
FooFoo.
Alpha Tau Omega
Homecoming week is upon us! Don't forget to
clear your schedules next week and let's do it
to 1t!! Everybody come out for the game Sat.
Tailgate starts at 3. So let's get up in it!

FINS needed to share room. Fox Hunt 212
townhouse. $130 + 1/4 380-9600
Roommate needed for Korean student. 2bd/
2bath, pool, and laundry. $220/mo. + 112 util.
Call 381-8546 (Alex) or 783-0449 (Carl) .

86 Jeep CJ7 Exe. Cond. new 31" Yokohama
tires, Alum rims, DD Bl Tube Bumpers, remote
alarm, Ctr console, MNFM cass w/eq, 2 tops
$7900 080 Pat 823-4254

1984CamaroV6,AT, PW,clean$2000. OBO
3
Non-smokerto share 212 new condo with W/D . _5_5_·3_7_o_4_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1 m1 form UCF $270 a mo. and 1/2 util. 36681 Ford Fairmont 4-dr, 4 cyl, leaving for Gulf
3704
(USMB) steal 825.00 Clean car 365-4172 ask
for Otto

large 212 w/private balcony or patio, large
kitchen walking distance to UCF. Please ask
about our move-in special 282-5657.
*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 avatlable for 1mmed1ate occupancy. Call DMV Properties Inc. 657-1967.
Need M/F to move into Collegiate Village Inn.
Please call 380-2026 Ext. 2242
·

Childcare for newborn baby, partime MWF
8am-12pm, my home, Alta. Springs References Required 862-9531
Manager Trainee-Degree in Marketing or
Business Administration.Full time position,
good benefits, chance for rapid advancement.
Color Tile 4995 W. Colonial Dr. Orlando. Ask
for Diane (407) 299-6750
Telemarketers- Top Monies Paid!!
t-lo experience needed, will train.
Flexible hours up to $11 per hour plus
bonuses. Interview today-Start tomorrow.
Near UCF Call Joe-382-5000

EPISCOPAL CAMPUS MINISTRYStudents, Staff, Faculty all invited.
God and Creation theme. Student Ctr.
RM 214, Wed. Noon Dr. Ashmun Brown

Reasonable and fast typing service.
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs

Call

TYPING/Word Proc. by 15 yr. legal
sect. $1.00/pg. 366-4045
ASC Typing Service Reports, resumes, proposals, etc. Affordable rates. Pickup & delivery. 695-1917
Typing Service (fasuaccurate) $1 .50/pg. 3664882

LSAT Jitters? - Prepare now! Special LSAT
enhancement course covers all areas in
depth. Learn how the test works. Call now I
380-2883 or 777-4603
SPANISH TUTORING CALL ANA 282-9872
AFTER 9PM; 'ALSO WEEKENDS

American Production and Inventory Control Society
Mid Flor1da meeting Nov. 13
Speaker John Curtis
The Orlando Consulting Group
For Info or Club Info Call
Mr. Pullin 281 -5673

Camera-Minolta X-370 50mm lens, dedicated
Vivitar flash, filters , hood, cleaning Kit-$195.
Call Mike 679-3870 or 275-2601
Nikon 8008 still under warranty.
Almost new $425.00. Call Mike at work 8232601 or evenings at home 679-3870

Now 1n Nov. school is going strong
but Spring Break is not far along,
so pack up your bags, your towel, and
beer, the time for partying is just about here.
Roundtrip Cruise to the Bahamas from
Ft. Laud. includes 4 nights PD Hotel $89/
person double occ-(305) 783-4071 . 60 day
reservation requi"red. Port Tax not ind.

Angel Flight
Congratulations to the Fall'90 pledges
classes of Angel Flight and AAS. lnitiat10n is
today at 4:00 in the President's Boardroom.
Way to go pledges. you are awesome.

Apple lie, Ext. drive, monitor, modem, and
printer. $200.
(internal drive needs new RIW head)
Call 281-9473

Free Kittens! Adorable!
Mother was abandoned and kittens need a
good , loving home
Please call 678-6105

Baptist Campus Ministry
What could be more fun than Knight lite?
Chewing on dynamite ... watch1ng grass grow,
maybe? Nah, nothing tops BCM, Thursdays
at 7 in the SOL. Be there or be Quadrilateral!!
Environmental Society
Great Halloween Party Friday! We collected
10 bags lo garbage from Alafaya on Sundaygreat job! Meetings every Mon. 5pm SOL

Alto Sax Yamaha w/case good cond.
needs cork. $325 380-2835

Earn $200-400 per week assembling products
at home. Call (305) 341-9660 for the details
(small fee) .

Female roommate to share house with young
prof. Female close to campus. Includes W/D,
Microwave, Answering Mach., Etc ... $2251/3
util . 365-1457

1-way airfare to Kansas City, Mo. November
20. Call 380-2026 Ext. 2242
White Chantilly Lace wedding gown SZ 314
$90.00, Rose tafetta brides maid dress SZ 3
$40.00 365-4172-Tiffany
Christmas Area-Assumable No Qualify - 4
year New Custom Built Exec. Home on 1.3
acres - 8% interest - 15 min. to UCF. Ask for
Nef 898-671.5 Realtor.

RESUMES-Professional Writing, editing, and
typesetting services. For details, call Resume
House's 24 hour information line at 904-3716769.
Tarot Readings, by appt. 898-1684

F roommate wanted own bdrm share bth 1/3
utilities located next to XTRA on 436 avail. 121
1Call67~1217
Female roommate wanted for two bedroom 2
bath condo. Chancellor Row. Tennis court,
Pool, $260 + 1/2 utilities Call Beth at 281-4967
WANTED: Female to share fully frnshd 211
apt. located 5 miles from UCF on a lake $230/
mo.+ 1/2util. Call or leaveamessageat6770249

Jack and Tony are older
but they've still got their hair
Happy B-day guys, and thanks,
for the ideas you both share.

Third roommate needed for 212 in Fox Hunt
lanes. Apply in person to 2814 Hunt Club
lane.

The game's this Saturday
with a tailgate at 5:00
We'll cheer the Knights to victory
and Liberz will take a dive!

Female non-smoker wanted to share 2 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath duplex starting Spr1ng
Semester. Forsyth & University Blvd. area.
$250/mo., utilities included. Call 679-1279

86 Chevy Celebrity good condition $3500
OBO 857-3123 alter 5pm 876-1342

EXCELLENT WORD PROCESSING 3660538.

83 Shelby Charger 5 spd new paint, brakes &
tires exc. cond. $2500
298-0413 Lvg Msg

WORDMASTERS 277-9600
One mile from UCF campus.
All student documents and resumes. Same
day service available. IBM/AT, WORD
PERFECT 5.0 IBM letter quality/Laser
printing.

Nissan 200SX 1984, Auto, Power
Package, sunroof, clean. $3495 380-3886
1983 Cutlass Ciera LS 2-tome Blue 4cyl. automatic A/C PS PB AM/FM
Great shape 10300 mi 407-851 -0353
Ask for Glenn
Good running 1965 classic Mustang $3100
Negotiable. Call John 841-8907 or Dave 6789650

Fast* Professional *Accurate
KCO Inc WP & DP $1.25/2.50 678-6735
TERM PAPERS - Professionally
wordprocessed by GAB Enterprisesexpenenced staff. Student Discount
678-5048

Cute, but shy !unloving SWM24yrs. is seeking
a nice SWF to get to know and spend time
with. I enjoy swimming, sailing, rnovies, romance. Take a chance you won't regret it.
LH 00055

'.

23 yr. old GWM 150 lbs. 6' seeks some oAe for
meaningful relationship. Runners or Swimmers build pref. PO 678104 Orlando, FL
32867
Send your response in a sealed envelope with
a stamp. Place Lonely Hearts number on
lowerleltcornerof envelope. Place Response
envelope in an envelope and mail or drop off
at the Central Florida Future P.0. box 25000,
Orlando, Florida 32816.

GLM - To my best friend, Thank You for the
best 2 years of my life - I Love You - XO MKD
Bren, Is this the beginning of the end? Don't
blow "us" because fo Bunnie. "Gone With the
Wind" is my favorite movie. You know that,
Bren. Take me to see it tonight@ the SAC at
8pm. It will be iust like old times. Remember
honey? I Love You. Barbie
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. Whether competing or just
hitting the ball back .a nd forth,
it's hard to find a person who
STUNGU N
doesn't enjoy a good game of
table tennis between friends.
One UCF student has _taken
(407) 282-9427 '
the game to his advantage.
Charles Kovar was bornand raised in Budapest, Hun- .
gary, where pingpong is popus221 EAST C<?LONIAL DRIVE • ORLANDO, FL 32607
lar: He began his career at age
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - . . . : _ __ _-----'
, 8, when he first learned the art
of table tennis.
By the time he was 15, he
was the No.1 ranked J.unior
NOW OPEN
Champion of Hungary. Kovar
finished
third at The Big Ten, a
Art·Supplies
- three-day tournament featur- ·
"i:Eeginner to Professionaf" .
.ing the best players of Europe.
He brought home a check for
Alo ma
$2,500.
'
Shopping
Art & Drafting Supplies
As
time
passed,
Kovar
,, Center
drifted
away
from
the
competiStudent Discounts!!
679-8787
tion aspect of the sport to con- - -- - - - - - - - - - - -----1 centrate on other goals. Kovar
never gave up competing entirely but said he was tired of
the pressures that come with
competition:
SWAT is sponsoring a Quit Smoking
After spending time a way
series with the American Lung Associafrom the competition scene,
Kovar directed his attention to
tion. "FREEDOM FROM SMOKING"
such areas as the beach, where
meets in the C~pus Wellness Center at
he could find a good game of
table tennis.. When· someone
Apm TODAY.Everyone welcome ! $ 15.00
wagered on the ga~e, Kovar
Students $5.00
ELECTRIC
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UCF student
finds new ways
to enjoy sport
by Matt Mccredie

CAP STUN

•

t••lil
ASC Championship

at Beaumont, Texas

would gladly accept the challenge. In doing so, he would
pick up a fair amount of
money.
"I would tell the challenger
that l didn't own a p~ddle,"
Kovar said. ''Then I would ask
them if they would mind if I
used a flip flop instead. This
was also the point at which
they would ask to increase the
het which suited me just fine."
One day another player
challenged Kovar, but. he
didn't have a sandal to use.
At this time he · directed his
attention to a ~andwich that
someone had left on the bench.
He then pick~d offthe top piece
of bread and used it as a
paddle.
After he shutdown his opponent, he decided to use bread
as ~ paddle for his game.
'.'I would.play with a piece of
bread and spot them 20 points
out of 21 and would make a
killing," Kovar sfild.
Getting beat by a person
using a slice of bread after
giving away a 20-point lead
would m~e some player s feel
cheated ou~ of their money.
Kovar attr~cted -a large fan
club at the games.
Kovar left Hungary for educational and political reasons.
He is worhlng toward his
physical education degree.

Men: ·
Team
Results1.Louisiana Tech 43; 2.
Texas Pan-American 54;
3. SW Louisiana 76; 4.
Lamar 78; 5. Arkansas
State127; 6. UCF 129; 7.
New Orleans 221 .
Individual Results-1. Rene Guillen UTPA
24:49; 2. Ian Mullen Lamar
25:06;3. Chad Callas USL
25:21; 4. Robert Anderson
LTU 25:29; 10. Kyle
Klomp UCF 26:12. Other
UCF
finJshe rs- 26.
Angelo Bonarrigo 2_7:37;
29. Joe D' Abate 27:54;
30. Pete Fournier 28:02;
34. Tracey Burch 28:20;
37. Scott Baldi 28:33; 41
Cfiff Tippens 29:52.
Women:
Team Results-1 .
Texas Pan-American 44;
2. SW Louisiana 70; ; 3.
Lamar 86; 5. Arkansas
State127; 6. New Orleans
221; 7. UCF 138.
Individual Results1. Kelly Tobin USL 18:04;
2. Barbara Bolden LTU
18:13; 3. Dimitri Pierce
UTPA 18:16; 4. Liv Lindberg l amar 18:1 9; UCF
f inisher~-1
Tammy _
Chamberlain 19:34; 23.
Sylvia Valdez 20:36; 30.
Sandra Renteria 21_:17;
33. Kim Pacatelli; 37.
Jessica Toth 21 :41.
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Phillips to put run back into Running Knights
by Glenn Carrasquillo
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Sinua Phillips may not completely
understand what his first name means,
but he understands the Running
Knights need his basketball skills.
"I will do whatever the team needs in
whatever situation," Phillips said. "If
it's making a pass that leads to a basket, or if it ineans scoring points, I'm
going to work my hardest to deliver."
Phillips (his first name pronounced
sin-yoo-ay) explained the origin of his
unusual first name.
"My dad was stationed in Africa
when he was in the service. He became
involved in the culture and brought
·that influence back with him. It is of
Swahili origin and I'm not sure of what
it means in that language.
A 5-foot-10-inch guard from Coral
Springs High School, Phillips will
likely be the starting point guard for

the UCF Running Knights basketball
team this season.
"He is an outstanding player and a
strong candidate to start at the point
guard position," UCF Coach Joe Dean
said. "He is a great

"The point is so important and I ask
for a lot of that player," Dean said. "He
is the extension of the. coach on the
court. It's hard to find a player with the
talent and the basketball knowledge
that makes a
great
point
ball ·handler and "I want to do whatever the
he can score."
guard."
Phillips
is
Last year Phil- team needs in whatever
mentioned in prelips led his high situation• II
season reports as
school team with
a freshman that
25 points per
game and 7 as- Sinua Phillips should have an
immediate imsists per game.
UCF basketball player pact for the
"Sinua can do it
Knights. UCF
all," Coral Springs
_Coach Bill Heath said. "He led our starts its pre-season schedule on Nov. 8
team in scoring and assists and was at home against Brazil's national
near the top in rebounds. He was a team. Phillips showed his hard work
leader for this team by example."
ethic during the pre-season conditionDean, who played point guard at ·ing drill competition. Phillips was
Mississippi State, said he iooks for a ahead in points until junior center Ken
team leader when he recruits a point Leeks passed him in the final weeks.
"The drills consisted of timed
guard.

sprints, sideline runs and pajnts for
winning scrimmage games," Phillips
said. ''They were hard work. Kenny
was coming up behind me in points and
won it in the final weeks."
Phillips also put extra work into
sharpening his game in high school as
preperation for the college level. Not
known for his outside shooting, he took
his coach's advice and has worked to
improve his shot.
"My game had always been to take
advantage of my speed and dribble
around defenders," Phillips said. "My
coach told me to work on my shot so I
devoted a lot of time to develop a better
jump shot."
Phillips should help the Knights
improve last year's 40 pereent shooting
from the field.
"Phillips brings to UCF a player that
will help with the transition game. We
want to run, and his game suits that
style," Dean said:

•

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

We helped
Walt make a
name for
hirrtself.
Walt took a seriuous fall as a college cheerleader. With a
lot of determination, and a little boost from us, Walt is
making his mark as a successful financial consultant.
G~ve the power to_overcome. Give to Easter Seals.

Here's something worth writing home about. .

tj

•

Vou're ,,·orking hard to prepare yourself fot your future. Funds
are tight and maybe buying a home seems like a lifetime away.
But, the smart student knows that owning a home is an investment
that pa\'s
it guarantees housing
for school
, off in the future, wh:.le
,
'
now. That's why now is the time to speak with your parents about
investing in a Hunter's Reserve home.

.I.

Convenient location! One mile north of
University Blvd. on Alafaya Trail. Close to
UCF, Westinghouse, .Martin Mat~~tta East
'\/
and Research Park!

..,
IO

""

Open Daily JQ,6; Sun. 12,6

(407) 366 .. 0408

·~ M~ON HOME~

• Loaded with luxury features
• Outstanding amenities including pool, tennis &
basketball courts and clubhouse
• lust minutes from UCF and major employers
• Mason Homes will contribute up to 5% of the
mortg~ge amount towards financing costs!
But bes.t of all, investing in a home, has incredible tax
and income advantages. Homeowners benefit from
Homestead exemptiqn, and an extra bedroom can be
rented out and the money applied to your mortgage.
Plus, consider this .. if you were -renting
a similar home, at at an average rental rate of $500
per month, you could pay $24,000 for four years of
, housing at school. Why not invest that money into the
equity of~ home, instead of throwi,.;_g it away
on rent?
Show your parents that the education they're
paying for is paying off! Show them this ad and then
take them to Hunter's Reserve. : Why rent when you
can own? Visit Hunter's Reserve today!

...

Prices start om the mid 50s!

•
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V-BALL

NELSON

FROM PAGE 16

FROM PAGE 16

games, but South Florida took
the second and third games.
"There just seems to be this
omen about South Florida
every time we play them," Fill
said. "We should have won
because we did play one of our
better matches. Some people
had to play out of position.
Pam [Coombs] and Anissa
[Palm] filled in at the middle
positions and played very
well."
The team will compete in
the final minitournament of
the American South conference at the University of
Texas-Pan American University.
UCF will battle Louisiana
Tech and UTPA on Saturday,
and New Orleans and Arkansas State on Sunday.
UCFs first conference win
came against Pan American.
Louisiana Tech, New Orleans
and Arkansas State have defeated the Lady Knights in
their first meetings.
"I feel we need to go at least
Charles Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
3-1, hopefully 4-0, to qualify
Anissa
Palm
watches
her
spike
go
past a Rollins defender.
for the conference tournament," Fill said.

wrong, she says, 'let's go on.'
She never gives up and plays
hard on every pQin t.
"One of the most consistent
players on the team is Tess.
She has always been a great
defensive player. She fills in at
the middle back position and is
a very good passer."
Nelson said, "As a middle
backer, my job is to try to take
a way kills. I'm trying to get the
line shots that the blockers
don't get."
McClemmon said Nelson's
style of play and prowess on
defense reminds · her of last
year's senior captain and current Assistant Coach Carole
Cupac.
"She plays pretty much the
same role as Carole did last
year," McClemmon said. "She
has b'een through an awful lot
and has always worked very
very hard. In the second minitournament she picked up everything on defense."
"I look at things differently
because I play defense," Nelson said. "As long as we win
the match, I'm happy. I feel
proudest when the team plays

15

well. It felt great when we won
the Florida Four in Jacksonville because everything
clicked together."
Nelson is an education major and a student teacher at
Jackson Heights Middle
School in Oviedo. She plans to
graduate in December 1991.
"I want £o start teaching, so
I doubt if I'll work on my
master's right away. Hopefully I'll wind up coaching volleyball," Nelson said.
In her four years at UCF,
Nelson has earned several academic a wards.
McClemmon said, "Tess has
maintained an excellent academic record all four years. It's
going to hurt to see her go.
We're proud of her."

FOOTBALL
FROM PAGE 16
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.~ GRAND OPENING 1

•

· SUNDAY NOV. 4

..
. 12151 E. COLONIAL ..
.
•'

282-4440 ..

..............................................................

11:00 A:M.
CATllOLIC Cl\MPUS Ml\SS
SUNDAY

281-4438

fa passing in Division I-AA. He also rands 8th in
total offense with 2,348 yards.
Justino's top target is L.G. Parish, who has
caught 45 passes for 699 yards.
Liberty will try to run the ball with tailback
Leroy Kinard, who has rushed for 56 7 yards this
season. Clarence Shelton also has been running
the ball recently and has 201 yards.
On defense, the Flames lost defensive back
Donald Smith. Smith was drafted by the Minnesota Vikings in the 1 Oth round. He was
Liberty's third leading tackler with 63.
·Like last year, the Flames will face a UCF
team that has yet to establish a starting quarterback. Rutigliano said it can be difficult for
the defense to prepare when the opposition has
three quarterbacks to prepare for, but he noted
an advantage.
"I don't believe a football team has a personr§~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;ssss~~I ality until it establishes a
starting quarterback," RuYour UCF Class Ring is on Sale
tigliano said. "I hope they play
Every Friday!
three quarterbacks. That
Bring th#S coupon to ITS ACADEMTC and reoeN9 huge savings
means they're not playing ·
on the putr:haae of your JOSTENS gold UCF col/&ge ring.
well."
$100.00 off the price of your 18K gold ring
McDowell said he is most
$50.00 off the price of your 14K gold ring
concerned about Liberty's_ofIT'S ACADEMIC
.
fense.
'
·
in the University Shoppes
"It really comes down to
whether or not we can slow
" Phone: 658-4612
their
offense up. I'm pretty
Jostens, there is a difference. Look for it!
L~~~~~~~on~-~-~-~o.....
~~-~s1~1-~~~~~~~-_J sure that our offense ~an move
the ball," McDowell said. "I
hope it doesn't come' down to a
scoring contest."

'R.ps es are red
o/io[ets are 6[ue
Sugar is sweet
Jlnd so are you ...
'

.

Sat. Vigil Ivlass G:OO P.l'vl.

Sunday l\!lasses
8:00, 10:J0 & 12 Noo11

Don't rely on
ntirsery rhymes to
tell her how
special she is to
you.
Show her by placing
a persor.al in
The Future Classifieds•

•
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UCF goes for 2 straight over Flames
UCF drove 80 yards.
on the ground late
for ~inning score
by o. Scott Hoilman
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

When Liberty University comes to
the Citrus Bowl Saturday, they will be
looking to avenge last year's late-season loss to UCF.
The Knights slid by the Flames in
the final quarter, as they used up 7:14
off the cJock with an 80-yard touchdown drive to take a 33-30 lead.
With 2:40 left in the game, the
Flames received the ensuing kickoff
and fumbled.' The Knights recovered
the ball and used up the clock, giving
them the victory.
"They're a lot better than.they were
last year," UCF Coach Gene McDowell
said. "They've got a better defense than
they did last year. That's where they're
stronger."
Last year, UCF was able to gain.292
yards rushing and 92 yards passing
against the Flames.
"We were young last year and did not
have a lot of size or depth," Liberty
Coach Sam Rutigliano said. "I think
UCF ran ·the ball well. We're better
than we were last year but not as good
as we want to be."
Ron Johnson will start at quarterback based on his performance against
Southern Illinois. He also started
against the Flames last year an.d completed 10-of-16 passes for 92 yards.
UCFs defense played a strong game
for the Knights last year against the
Flames. Fourteen of Liberty's 30 points
came via UCF turnovers-an interception thrown by Rudy Jones and a
fumble by Gilbert Barnes.
"If we hadn't turned the ball over
[Liberty] would not have been in that
game last year," McDowell said. "We

·

Charles Morrow/Gl:N I HAL HUHIUA J-U I UHE

Wide receiver MikeDickinson catches 1 of the 6 touchdown passes thrown Saturday night against Southern Illinois.

led the whole time, they went ahead
late and we took it back."
The Knights are coming off of a record game last weekend as they beat the
Southern Illinois Salukis, 49-14. They
gained a season high 521 yards.
The UCF defense was able to hold
SIU to 257 total yards and an average
of 3.4 yards·per play.
The Flames enter Saturday'.s
gameat 6-3. Liberty lost 14 starters off

Leading Liberty this year is Robbie
last year's team, including tight end
Eric Green, who was drafted in the first Justino, who replaces last year's startround of the NFL by the Pittsburgh ing quarterback, Paul Johnson. He
completed 23-of-45 passes for 4 touchSteelers.
Last year, Green had 7 receptions downs and 272 yards in last year's
for 73 yards and 2 touchdowns against game.
·Justino has completed 189-of-311
the Knights.
Without Green, Rutigliano said the passes for 2,577 yards and 19 touchFlames are more balanced this year. , downs. He ranks seventh in the nation
Liberty has four receivers who receive in passing in Division I-AA He also
more than 400 yards.
see FOOTBALL page 15

Lady Knights
look to Nelson
for defense

ii

-'.)

UCF wins
match vs.
Lady Tars

by Jay Rutenkroger
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

by Jay Rutenkroger

r

Tess Nelson loves sports, all sports,
but the one she plays for UCF is volleyball.
Nelson is a senior and a member of
the Lady Knights volleyball team since
1987. As a Clearwater resident, Nelson
said she felt it was only natural for her
to attend and compete for UCF.
"I never really thought about going
any where else," Nelson said. "I didn't
really want to go to a really big school.
I planned on being an education major
and knew UCF had a pretty good program."
Although she will never possess the
gift to gab excessively, Nelson is a
leader on the 1990 Lady Knights team,
according to her coach.
"There are two types of leadersvocal leaders and example leaders,"
UCF Coach Dee Dee McClemmon said.
"Tess is not a vocal leader, but she does
provide excellent leadership. _She is
very reliable."
Her teammates also respect her
leadership.
"Tess is a person to look up to who
leads by example," setter Kathy Fill
said. "She always remains cool, calm
and collected on the court. She doesn't
let much get to her. If something goes
see NELSON page 15

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Charles Morrow//CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Anissa Palm spikes the ball past a Rollins defender. UCF defeated the Lady Tars
in three consecutive games, 15-12, 15-10 and 15-4.

The Lady Knights' rematch with
Rollins College proved aS'successful as
their first match this season. UCF
swept Rollins Monday 15-12, 15-10 and :9
15-4, at the UCF gymnasium.
Before the match, volleyball Coach
- Dee Dee McClemmon said, "We are ~
expecting strong hitting from Rollins.
Up front we are going to need good
blocks. Everybody that is playing will ~
need to have a really good game."
The win improved the UCFs record
to 12-13. Rollins slipped to 17-11.
"It felt really good to beat them in ,
three," setter Kathy Fill said. ''This is
the second and last time we play
Rollins this year and we beat them both
times. Our defense was great, but we 41
had very strong play all around. We
needed a big win going into Texas this
weekend."
Last week, the Lady Knights suffered another tough loss to the University of South Florida. The victory was
South Florida's third against UCF this ~
season.
UCF lost the match on South
Florida's home court in five games. The
Lady Knights won the first and fourth
see V·BALL page 15
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Anything Buf Love's" funny man makes trek to UCF

•

..
by Terri Francis

•

•

Bounce another check at the bookstore? '.rime
management skills not quite-up to snuff? Nothing but
meaningleas fliers filling up the old mailbox? _
If so, it may comfort you to know that someone out
there is ahead of you in line for the therapist's office.
It's comedian Richard Lewis. He's a self-proclaimed
role model for neurotics.
Lewis can be seen opposite actress Jamie Lee
Curtis as Marty Gold in ABC's "Anything But Love"
on Wednesday nights, or at least once a month on
"Late Night With David Letterman." Lewis has also
been a featured performer on "A Salute to the
Improv'' and "Comic Relief III."
Being a stand-up comic was not exactly Lewis'
childhoo_d dream. He grew up in an environment he
describes as.not building his self-esteem. His comedy
is "a source of strength," not just another job, as many
stars are fond of calling their business.
He graduated from Ohio State University with a
degree in marketing. Then Lewis \vo.r ked in New
Jersey with an a(iver:tisingjrrm a..s a G.OPY writer. It
w~sn't long before ~eWi~. sta.!'Ffidb~hg out at such

.
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May-Dec~mber
by Richard Erle Karman

Romances give rise to an
unspeakable amount of
problems and difficulties,
but when May-December
Romances (MDRs) occur,
they represent the lime after
licking the salt and downing
the
vodka- sometimes
bitter, sometimes sweet.
Opposites attract. but do
they stay together over the
long haul? In a sense, the
thought of opposites is
intriguing to both parties.
Why do you
think
so
many songs
are Written
about 17y e a r - o 1d
girls?
On the llip
side, why do

affai.r in White Palace

Palace's symbolism, though

deftly done, relies on
representing fornication. For
example, the first food
Spader's character eats after
sleeping~ with his new flame
is an apple.
To no one's surprise,
· Spader plays a y~mng,
withdrawn Yuppie named
Max Baron, while Sarandon
is the older, yet' provocative
Nora Baker. Though they
appear to be opposites, they
become attached to each
other after revealing a bit of
t h e i r
. ::::;...:;: ,. respective
pasts.
M D R s
·offer
a
plethora of
avenues to
t r a v e 1,
paving
a

~~menmb~~~ : : :,:·:,_pf:g~g~eF;(·~~~~iH ·qq6n:?:[i;/·/ ~~; ~:i~!r
~ b o u t · :;,,,,)ll~(/:L~P.otb"~ti(;::W*A~~t.6 ~i£{:.>.--:-·,:.; feelings an~
agging a =:J:,.**.*·@c:):op, t:*:~"'Vei;Y .~po~:f ·· j · o v i a
y o u n g e r =::=::- ***!*·?.Yf~9n:~iriG/{:;:.r::nr::: :_-.\ laughter.
stud? It's out
W h i t e
of
the
Palace . is
ordinary, and even frowned like an expressway with no
upon, but that's the kerosine tolls or traffic. It journeys at
that fuels the fire. .
an accelerated pace but the
White Palace has plenty of scenes still flow at the proper
fire. And why shouldn't it? It rate, thereby not rushing
stars James Spader {Sex. - situations, but letting them
Lies and Videotape) and blossom naturally.
Susan Sarandon (Bull
Ted Tally and Alvin
Durham), both fresh from Sargent's script, taken from
playing characters with the novel by Glenn Savan, is
bizarre ~exual habits. White overly gracious to Spader

Universal t.'ily Studios Inc.

A strong attraction develops between advertising executive Max Baron
(,James Spader) and fast-food waitress Nora Baker (Susan Sarandon).
and Sarandon. The film's
gritty grammar doesn't pull
any punches and neither do
the stars' performances.
Heartwarming, -as well as
confrontational, scenes are
written with effectiveness
and support.
Max and Nora don't talk at
each other, trying to force
reactions. Instead, they

converse. And when they do,
the words flow. Even
supporting players, such as
Eileen Brennan, who plays
Nora's sister Judy, are
blessed with kind lines.
White Palace is like When
Harry Met Sally, but the story
is tougher. Both films
overlap in laughter and
seriousness, but where

When Harry Met Sally uses
hum or,
White
Palace
remains poker-faced.
Moonstruck, another MDR
film with an older female
partner, is a different film
altogether from White Palace.
The plot's structure is
shared, but the MDR's

see PALACE page 4
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Skinny Puppy not lean inindUstrial strength

• Too Dark Park

Artist: Skinny Puppy
Producers: David Ogilvie
and Cevin Key
Label: 4.AD

Skinny Puppy is anything
but thin. These ·boys have
proved themselves to be
"industrial strength" over
their busy nine-album career.
Consequently, they have also
become a strength of the
industrial music industry.
This industrial side of
musicisnotanewconcept. It's
basically a violent variation on
the dance music theme. As a
form of club entertainmen,t,
the popularity of industrial
.music is on the rise.
Along with those in the
gro"!.1.ps Ministry, Nitzer Ebb,
Nine Inch Nails and
·KM.F.D.M., the members of
Skinny Puppy (Cevin Key, D.
Rudolf Goettel and Nivek Ogre
nee Kevin Ogilvie) are
enjoying their space on the
frontline of the industrial
musil! revolution.
Skinny Puppy's new

release, Too Durk Park, will
'trample over some of the
· existing
mainstream
barricades; the puppy will
expose itself and its intensity
to a broader, "gentler"
audience.
.
.
The first cut is titled
"Convulsion." I'll say it is.
There is a lot of well-pl~ced
sampling going on and, as
usual, the blend of musical and
vocal attacks is very
provocative.
Most industrial dance
music, including that of
Skinny Puppy, has one minor
downfall in common-the
vocals are almost drowned by
distortion or some other sound
altering effect.
This takes some getting
used to, as lyric sheets become
a necessity instead of just a
convenience. Personally, I
don't mind the obscurity. I've
found Skinny Puppy and other
industrial music to be the
ultimate in reality repellant.
Track two, ''Tormentor," is
the first single to be released
from the album. The transition
from "Convulsion" is planned
out well, leading us directly
into the; groove of this track .
The
Skinny
Puppy
production team, David
Ogilvie and Key, fill their
vocals with effects, creating an
intensity that grips and
trances. The·· sound could be
considered by some to be too
scratchy, even evil, in its
texture.
I don't know the group's
overall intent, but I feel an

The Charts
Week ending Oct. 27 , 1990.

Modern Rock Trax
1. "Been Caught Stealing"
Jane's A ddiction
2. "Merry Go Round"
The Replacements
3."Never Enough"
The Cure
4. "I'm Free"
The Soup Dragons
5."lceblink Luck"
The Cocteiau Twins

..
0

Hot 100 Singles.
1. "Black Cat"
Janet Jackson
2. "I Don't Have The Heart"
James Ingram
3. "Ice Ice Baby"
Vanilla Ice
4. "Giving You The Benefit"
Pebbles
5. "Love Takes Time"
Mariah Carey
4AD

Skinny Puppy .leads the way in dance music's
"industrial" revolution.
"Spasmolytic." The ' frant'ic
beat marches out of the
speakers like ants from a
freshly trodden anthill. It's
mostly formula industrial in
musical content.
This cut does not represent
i:nuch as far as creative
composition.
creativity~
The next cut, "Rash
Ifyou're looking into Skinny Reflection," has the same
Puppy as an experimental "unfeeling" tones. It's almost
exploration, hook up with this like a continuation of
single~ It's a prime example of "Spasmolytic." I -wasn't too
what to expect from the album.
see PUPPY page 4
A sort of madness exists in

urgency in its lyrics that
demands this tone.
"Tormentor" is mixed very
well. The bottom end of the
song is relentless in its
fascinating drive. It makes the
mind reel.
The 12" version is thick with
and industrial.
groove

•

•
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Bare necessities not enough
by Ant~ony -Torres

111

09

on them, and a list of nutritional
information on the side so you know
Too much is wasted in the present what's going into your body.
state we are living in. Citizens are
If you thought you knew how to eat
doing what they see their monkey cereal in a functional way, you might
government
doing:
wasting learn a thing or two now. Needed
resources.
things are Cheerios and a half gallon
Massive money is spent on items of milk.
that one could keep on living
Cheerios
is
the
brand
without. If one lived in a minimalist
mode of thinking, a lot of costs could
be kept down.
Minimalism is living without
frivolous, luxurious gadgets, and
with the least amount of dough
spent. Kinda' like livil}g the life of a
miser, but not as stingy.
Ah h,

lVII

minimalism
n·

~srea\~~~~~
and bare

necessities.
I could go on for days on how
1• minimalism is so good. how
beneficial it is to live with the least
amount of property as possible, but I
won't.
,.
This is minimalism in action, put
down on words, so read up on this
minimalist's guidelines to eating
~~ cereal.
Cereal is a popular breakfast food
for those who still eat this "forgotten"
meal.
• It is convenient, quick to prepare,
and impossible to bum. The worst
that could happen is it becomes
soggy. It is also highly functional, as
milk and carbohydrates are good for
your body.
And cereal comes in a variety of
packages with cool cartoon drawings

recommended for this minimalist
practice, as it is compact and e·asy to
swallow with the least amount of
chewing .
Grab a handful 'of cereal, and place
it in your mouth. Be careful not to
overstuff, or you'll get dreaded white
milk stains on your self. Take extra
precautions if you're wearing a black
shirt.
Black is minimalism in effect, as

one can wear it for a week and not
show a trace of grim~. Only white
milk stains will appear. There is a
metaphor in this, somewhere.
Starting from your face being
stuffed with O's, tilt your head back
and place the spout of the bottle to
your gaping mouth.
Slowly pour the milk into your
mouth. Once you feel you've reached
maximum capacity, close your
mouth and bring your head upright.
Wait until the cereal is mixed well
with milk, then begin swallowing the
cereal bit by bit.
The great thing of this method is
that no bowl is used, so the middle
man
is

mininialism entails.
Sincevatietyis the spice of life, you
might want to add banana to your
cereal.
To do this, simply bite a piece of
banana off, then start the cycle listed
above. Peel the banana. Determine
the size of the slices you want, then
bite them off.
One final variation has to do with
the daily cup of milk. If you have to
drink y~mr milk from a cup, just add
cereal to it- it kills two birds with one
stone.
Fill the cup with cereal up to milk
level. Wait until the cereal is mush,
then pour the nutrition down. Don't
gulp it down. It wouldn't be cool to
.spit up milJc and cheerios onto the
floor. What a waste that would be!

HAPPY HOUR
. , Tllf 7 P.H.
.

·o~LY

The hottest In LINGERIE shows from 7pm-9pm.
.Followed by your favorite NFL teams on our 1O' screen.

Play BEAT THE CLOCK starting at 8pm with soc Bud draft .
and $1.25 Bud Longnecks. Prices raise 25¢ every hour until
midnight.

• soe Hot Dogs All Nl1ht•

WEDNESDAY

PHILLY JOE'S PRESENTS

PARADOX

THURSDAY

18·20 $3.00 cover; 21 and up $5.00 cover
FREE beer from 9prn-12am.
PARTY TIL DAWN with High-Energy House Music
Ladles Drink FRE
Bud Draft

Ladles Night ALL-U-CAN-DRINK
LIVE Classic Rock' n RoH
Best Lep/Minl Skirt Contest

Guys-$6.00

·sso

9pm-12am

~R1ze•

When my friends and I graduated from high school , we
all took partime jobs to pay for college.
They ended up in car washes and hamburger joints,
and all they got was dishpan hands ~md greasy no?es.
Not me . I joined The Confetti Crew at The Central
Florida Future.
They're the people who bring you reviews on the latest
movies and album releases every week. They're also an
important part of Central Florida's fine arts ?omrnunity.
So, since I'm helping them do such an important JOb,
they're helping me gain invaluable experience (and money
in my checking account, too). And that's a heck of a better
deal than any car wash will give you .

Sign up now for

The -Confetti Crew
and get the expe.rience
that will last you
a lifeti.me.
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER FOR DETAILS.

Party with LIVE Rock' n Roll bands

FRIDAY
.:..J . .

.i - ~

.©
~rt,RDAY

"

~UNDAY
: .I'

It

CA LL

$2.50 frozen drlnks/$1..50 cocktails

,1 •,

NCAA Footbalt - wear your favorite college shirt-

:C~s~:=e' : : ~::::mr:;~~7pm.

.A

~
NFL FOOTBALL.

.

"

.

LIVE Classic Rock 'n Roll at night
with $1 .50 cocktalls/$1.50 Bud longnecks
from 1pm tll the final whistle blows.

Beer/ortnk Specials all

day & all night.
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.
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LEWIS
FROM PAGE 1

comedy clubs as the Improv in New York.
While he was ''hanging out" at the Improv,
he met comedian David Brenner, who
encouraged him to give stan~-up comedy a
shot. Brenner advised Lewis on when to try
which clubs. That advice led Lewis to get his
first paying job as a comic. Lewis had finally
found his place.
"I went on stage to express myself," he says.
"I was fortunate that I had a funny bone that
people could relate to."
Lewis said after that
it took him another
decade to find his
audience. During this
time Lewis experienced
much of the pain and
disap~.:iointment he and
America would soon be
laughing at. He says, "I wouldn't
talk about something
that didn't happen. It's
good for me. To me, it's
better to laugh than
cry."
·
Lewis is also a
comedy writer. In fact,
it was his brief writing
experience with -~he
"Sonny and Cher Si10w"
that brought him to California, wher~ he
would be discovered. Lewis supported himself
"by selling TV show pilots, including the HBO
special "Diary of A Young Comic."
During the time Lewis was selling these
shows, he met another young comic, David
Letterman. Lewis credits their friendship with
the energy to keep going. When Letterman got
his show, "Late Night," he gave Lewis the
chance he'd always wanted to have national
attention.
In December, Lewis hit the big time with his
debut performance at Carnegie Hall. Also, one
of · the many HBO specials he's written,
"Richard Lewis: I'm Exhausted," received an

.Em;y ~o;riinati~n~ -· ~-· ~~ -~ - .·
He performs weariilg black and stooping
forward slightly. His problems are never-ending
and Lewis is only thrilled to share them with his
audience.
·
In all that, it's easy to think Lewis is only
whining about his problems but he says, "I'm not
complaining. I'm a positive person. I'm just
sayingthat I survived it. I'm a good role model for
neurotics."
At 8 p.m. Nov. 2, Lewis will bringing a fresh
set of neuroses and anxiety to UCF students.
UCF's SCA can hardly compete with Carnegie,
but Lewis says, "I take every show seriously,
especially when I'm going to a place I've never
been in before."
Lewis is one of nine
comics featured in the
Pontiac All Star
Comedy Caravan. The
C. a r a v a n ' s
"passengers" include
Kevin Nealon ofNBC's
"Saturday
Night
Live," Sinbad ofNBC's
"A Different World"
and Elayne Boosler,
star · of Showtime
comedy specials.
Each of the 50
campuses on the tour
will receive one of the
performers.
Sponsored
by
Pontiac, the Caravan
is to benefit Students Against Drunk Driving.
"I'm thrilled to benefit such an important
organization," Lewis said. On Nov. 1 and 2,
students can register to win a Pontiac Sunbird
convertible at the "Pontiac Excitement.Center"
on the Green. SADD will also be on hand with
information packets in an effort to raise
· students' alcohol awareness.
Lewis spends his time off the set with his
friends, most of whom he's had since high school
and college. He says the time he spends with
them is what keeps him going. Lewis currently
reads scripts for a movie role. He says, "I will do
anything that's good. Although, whatever I do,
my posture will still be bad."

•

PALACE. ·.
FROMPAGE2

foundation runs in different
directions, like cracks in a
sidewalk.
Moonstruck,
like When
Harry Met Sally, is upbeat.

Even through scenes
highlighted with conflict,
there's something present
that takes the edge offwhether it's mood music, a
character interrupting the
action or the film turning to a
sub-plot. Tension never
lasts long because it's always
being shattered.
But in White Palace,
everything is dealt with
through tunnel vision.

There's one goal~ .,, one
purpose.
It's this concentration
mixed with bea,utiful
performances · and
a
muscular script that allows
the film to come across with ·•
power.
Too many romantic
movies have sappy endings,
and it's a shame. A bad finish
can trash a film because it's
the last impression an
audience has of the film. It's •
like a surgeon performing a
successful heart transplant,
then forgetting to stitch up ...
the patient's chest.
White Palace glistens. Its
ending buries Moonstruck,
When Harry Met Sally and,
yes, even Ghost.

,,
PUPPY
FROM PAGE 2

excited about these two.
Skinny Puppy makes a
different kind of song.
Most industrial bands are
relatively and literally
unheard of in most listening
situations. This tide ·of
industrial dance is reaching
for your shore. Skinny Pqppy
is a prominent pioneer in this
industrial soundwave.
Understanding the term
industrial is an introspective
type of thing.
"Industrial" is what you
make it to be. It's an industrial

age, in both the factory sense
and the emotional sense.
We as a world have become
calloused for the most part, 7
bartering our ...emotions away
for places in "themachine."We
- feel safe hiding behind
letterhead and the "corporate
hugeness."
Inside ourselves there is a
non-violent anger. It's deep,
but it's there. It's the scream
we scream when :r:i.o one's
around. It's frustration at the ,.
mold we've set for ourselves.
To me, the voice of Skinny
Puppy is that scream.
Take a listen; let it out.

.-Chase Hymer
i'

A new features section is coming ...
Look for it on the pages of The Central Florida Future
Nov. 6!
.
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With The Morning Zoo. 7:20 A.M.
Awesome.

XL 106.7 is giving away., not one
but TWO 1991 NISS!\ti-300 ZX cars. Ooe before
Thanksgiving. Bless us. One before Christmas. Have
you been good?

Two easy ways to win.
Just turn us on. (Tit for tat) XL 106.7 FM.
7:20 a.m. Weekdays. The Morning Zoo. Listen for the ' . New Key Song of the Day," right?
Next time you hear it played, be the designated
caller and you automatically win a key. If that key
:happens to start the Z? Happy trails, dude.

1

It pays to get stripped.

2

Place an XL bumper strip on your vehicle
and hit the road. We re sending out teams of
XL spotters to find you. If we pull you over?
You automatically win a key, the chance to start a Z, plus up to $1,000 cash or other prizes!

+

XL 106.Ts Fun N Games Department
came up with this two car/ two-ways-towin idea and we thought it was so hot
we're going to add a few more zany ways to win .
_Listen to the Morning Zoo for details o~
.

So strip it and win!
XL bumper strips are available at all area Hardees, the
XL studios, or other outlets we'll name on the air.

Yllfl:P~
,.,,..~

TODAY'S BEST

•

y

MUSI~.

WXXL-FM
337 S. Northlake Blvd., Suite 1024
Altamonte Springs, Florida 32701
(407) 339-1067

DISCLAIMER: Official Rules of Entry for this contest ~re available at WXXL-studios.
·
Od& of w~~g: Rorlda LotteiY Tickei Holder: -1 in 13,983.816 •
l06~ 7 Key ~fi~r: 1-i; 200
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